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Classification of animals worksheet for grade 1

Worksheets &gt; Science &gt; Grade 1 &gt; Animals &gt; Animal Classification Students classify animals as insects, birds, fish, reptiles or mammals. There's one worksheet for each type of animal. Insects: Birds: Fish: Reptiles: Mammals: Similar: Animal habitats countertopsOcean, forest &amp; other habitats 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th,
12th, HomePageschool 2 Vertebrate ClassificationVertebrate: Cut, Sort, &amp; Glue FREE Sort the vertebrate photos into 5 groups - mammals, fish, birds, reptiles and amphibians. Choose the correct vertebrate group for each description, match the animal with its vertebrate classification and three short-answer questions.2nd to 5th degree Characteristics of
vertebrates (Table)Write the characteristics of birds, fish, mammals, reptiles and amphibians on this table. Includes body covering, warm-blooded/cold-blooded, lungs/gills, eggs/live birth and more. 3rd to 5th degree vertebrate and invertebtebrate Classroom Scavenger Hunt Do you know which species of snake is the smallest in the world? Can you name the
world's only flying lizard species? Discover the answers to these questions, and more as you play the class scavenger hunt game.2nd to 4th grade Mammals Quest FREE Do you know the only species mammal that lays eggs? Do you know what the biggest mammal in the world is? Discover all this and more with the class scavenger hunt game. Birds
Classroom Scavenger HuntFarmers love to have owls nearby. Do you know why? What type of bird is the most common in the world? Search around the classroom to find the answers to this, and many more interesting bird facts. Amphibians (Frogs) Scavenger hunt Do you know what the word 'amphibian' means in Greek? Do you know the difference
between a frog and a toad? Learn a lot of interesting facts about amphibians with this fun treasure hunt.2nd to 4th degree Did you know that the whale shark is the largest living fish on earth? And did you know that female cichlids keep their eggs in their mouths to protect them. Learn these, and many other fish quickly with this fun scavenger hunt! Animal
GroupWord SearchesStudents need to find out which animals from the list are mammals and which are not. Only the mammals are hidden in the word search puzzle.2nd to 4th degree Determine which animals are reptiles. Just the reptiles in the puzzle. Word list includes turtle, crocodile, python, and gecko.2nd to 4th grades What words in the list are fish?
Only the fish species, such as puffer fish and seahorse, are hidden in the puzzle. Other words, such as dolphin and whale, are not.2nd to 4th degree Many of the animals in the glossary are birds, but some are not. Only the birds are hidden in the puzzle.2nd to 4th grade Cipher WheelsVertebrate Features The standard covered in this unit requires students to
make observations and identify features of structures (animal parts) that help animals in nature. In this lesson lesson students get to observe and collect data on animal parts. For this exploration I have collected several animal parts from the families in our class. They have graciously allowed me to borrow some of their resources to support this science class
in my class. Mammals: animal skins (cow, moose, moose, black bear, beaver, racoon, skunk), animal skulls (elk, beaver, white-tailed deer, mule deer, prosthorn), racoon paw, mammal pictures, antlers (pronghorn, white-tailed deer, elk, elk), books about mammals Birds: stuffed hawk, Magpie nest, bird's nest, bird claws, turkey feathers, books about birds
Amphibians: tree frog, books about amphibians Reptile turtle: : mealworms, scorpion, beetle, books about insects Fish: stuffed fish, books about fish You are about to do important work. I show my students my anchor chart on academic vocabulary: Power Words. You will be observing some of the different animals that are in the different animal groups.
These are all very fragile animal parts, so you have to be very careful. Remember, you're in the science lab now, so treat these things like a scientist. When you visit each station, you need to use your scientific tools: see, touch, smell, listen. Be sure to observe the animal section at each station closely and write down what you see on your research
worksheet: animal classifications. For example, if you visit the mammal station, write down everything you see at this station. Everything you write will be your proof for that animal group. You'll need to gather a lot of evidence to help us figure out how scientists group these animals. Are you ready? While my students observe organisms, I walk around and
consult with every student who calls it smart thinking. Granting is the process of listening and recording the work that the student or students do and then complimenting it with the work. As I listen, I research a learning point and then work on clarifying questions, modeling and relearning. I refer back to our question: How are organisms grouped? These free
Animal Classification countertops are a great way for children of all ages to practice and improve their knowledge of animals, as well as work on their fine motor skills as they cut and paste the animals into the right columns. Scroll to the bottom of the post to download your free set! Animal classification is when scientists organize animals into groups and sort
them by what they have in common. This makes it easier for scientists to study animals. For example, a whale and a dog don't have much in common, but a dog and a wolf do. The five most well-known classes of vertebrates (animals with backbone) are mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians. Two of the most well-known classes of invertebrates (animals
without spines) are arachnids (spiders) and insects. Mammals – have hair or fur; warm-blooded; most are born the young are fed milk produced by the mother's body; and they have a more complex brain than other animals. Birds - all have feathers, wings, and a beak. Fish – live in water all their lives, are vertebrates (have a spine), and use gills to breathe in
the water. Reptiles – are air-breathing vertebrates covered with special skin consisting of scales, legged plates, or a combination of both; they are cold-blooded (meaning they can't regulate their own body temperature, but it depends on the outdoors)Amphibians – small vertebrates that need water, or a humid environment, to survive. Arachnids – common
legs invertebrates; no antennas, claws or wings, but instead have jaws for biting and chewing prey; Eight appendages; molten head and thorax. Insects – has three main parts (a head, a thorax and a abdomen); compound eyes; two antennas; wings and legs. All insects have six legs (three pairs of joint legs) and usually four wings (two pairs). Molluscs – all
have a shell, most molluscs have a muscular foot for crawling or digging; soft body contains lungs or gills for breathing; enclosed by a skin-like organ called the mantle. Animal Classification WorksheetsUse these free, printable animal classification worksheets for children to practice cutting and pasting, as well as learning about different types of animals and
how they are classified. These simple but thorough free worksheets are a wonderful tool for grade 1, grade 2, grade 3, grade 4, grade 5, and grade 6 students who like to learn about different animals. Start scrolling to the bottom of the page, under the terms of use, and click the text link with the &gt;&gt; Download &lt;&lt;. The PDF file opens in a new window
with the freebie. Now print the pages you want to work on. Each page has only a touch of color - to make it easier and more fun for kids to identify the cute clipart animals. Put the scientific worksheets for kids with scissors and a glue stick and you're ready for a fun, no prep science activity. Whether you're a parent, teacher, or homeschooler – this animal
classification activity is a fun way to rate animals or learn more about classifying animals based on what they have in common. Use this as a supplement to a zoology course, in a science center in your classroom, or as a fun summer learning activity to teach your kids during the summer. Animals WorksheetClasserenE are six different pages with 11 different
animal classifications. The pages are: Fish or Mollusk – clam, catfish, snail, marlin, trout, octopus, salmon, limpet, clownfish, scallop, oyster, barracudaInsect or Bird – cricket, owl, grasshopper, hawk, honey ant, parrot, hornet, termite, pelican, wasp, woodpeckerViviparous or Oviparous (experience life birth or lay his egg) - whale, chicken, python, elephant,
platypus, lion, salamander, cow, chimpanzee, turtle, kangaroo, frogVertebrate or Inebvertrate (spine or no spine) - jellyfish, bird, lizard, urchin, spider, vent, vent, lion, starfish, elephant, cow, whelkMammal or bird – walrus, eagle, gorilla, woodpecker, skunk, pelican, parrot, rabbit, rat, owl, hawk, possumNocturnal or Diurnal (most active at night or active during
the day) – gorilla, bat, emu, firefly, elephant, chimpanzee, cow, butterfly, toad, racoon, fox, owlIf your student isn't sure what characteristics each animal has, this is a great opportunity to teach them about research using an encyclopedia , animal classification book, child safe website, etc. If you go to the library to complete this project, don't miss a chance to
learn more about the library with this educational, Library Scavenger Hunts.Each page contains photos of twelve different animals. Each animal has its name typed underneath to help children find out which animal it is. There are two columns at the top of the page, six of these animals go into each of the columns. Once they know what each classification
means, they have to cut out the 12 boxes at the bottom of the page that contains the animals. Once they have worked out the classification of the animal, they must paste the animal into the correct column. Once completed, these worksheets can be laminated and held together with a ring. An answer key to help teachers and families who help home
schooling quickly assess the scientific worksheets for children is included. Animal worksheets for Kids Looking for more fun, engaging and educational animal activities for primary school age students? Check out these fun sources and ideas: Ocean Animals for Kids – more than 240 pages organized in 7 lessons to study aquatic animals using easy-to-
understand text, hands-on scientific experiments, fun worksheets, and more with km 8th class students. Download Animal Classification PrintablesBy downloading my site you agree to the following:This is only for personal and personal use in the classroomThis may NOT be sold, hosted, reproduced or stored on any other site (including blog, Facebook,
Dropbox, etc.) All downloaded materials are copyrighted. See Terms of Use.Graphics Purchased and Used With PermissionI offer free printables to bless my readers and provide for my family. Your frequent visits to my blog &amp; support purchase via affiliate links and ads keep the lights on so to speak. Thanks you!&gt;&gt; Download Animal Classification
Worksheets &lt;&lt; &lt;&lt;
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